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Abstract

Li April 1996, the United States (US) added the Portsmouth Gaseous Diffusion Plant to the list of
facilities eligible for the application of International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) safeguards. At
that time, the US proposed that the IAEA carry out a "Verification Experiment" at the plant with
respect to the downblending of about 13 metric tons of highly enriched uranium (HEU) in the form of
UF6. This material is part of the 226 metric tons of fissile material that President Clinton has declared
to be excess to US national-security needs and which will be permanently withdrawn from the US
nuclear stockpile. In September 1997, the IAEA agreed to carry out this experiment, and during the
first three weeks of December 1997, the IAEA verified the design information concerning the
downblending process. The plant has been subject to short-notice random inspections since
December 17,1997. This paper provides an overview of the Verification Experiment, the monitoring
technologies used in the verification approach, and some of the experience gained to date.

Introduction
In April 1996, the United States added the Portsmouth Gaseous Diffusion Plant (GDP) to the list

of facilities eligible for the application of IAEA safeguards. At that time, in the event that the IAEA
chose not to select the plant for the application of safeguards, the US proposed that the IAEA carry
out a "Verification Experiment" at the plant with respect to the downblending of 13.2 metric tons of
highly enriched uranium, with enrichment >20% U-235, in the form of uranium hexafluoride (UF6).
This material is part of the 226 metric tons of fissile material that President Clinton has declared to be
excess to US national-security needs and which will be permanently withdrawn from the US nuclear
stockpile. However, because of the nature of the downblending process and equipment, it is not
feasible to perform a nuclear-material balance around the HEU/LEU blending point. Thus, our focus
was on technical measures to verify the HEU downblending operations.

At the end of April 1997, the IAEA stated that it was ready to perform the proposed Verification
Experiment, subject to clarification of ten questions concerning the feasibility of methods and the
availability of equipment and instruments. During May and June of 1997, the US performed a
feasibility study to address these questions; the conclusion of this study was that all major aspects of
the proposed verification approach were feasible, although some activities (such as tracing of piping
and application of seals to valves) would be a difficult and substantial undertaking for both the IAEA
and the facility operator. After two technical exchange meetings in August and September of 1997,
the IAEA committed to performing the Verification Experiment based on the agreed verification
measures and procedures. The Verification Experiment began on December 1,1997, and the IAEA
carried out its design information verification activities during December 1-17,1997.
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Description of the HEU Downblending Process
Highly enriched uranium in the form of UF6 is being blended down to LEU in the uranium-

enrichment gaseous-diffusion cascade at the Portsmouth GDP. This material has a variety of
enrichments ranging from about 20 - 98% U-235 (with an average enrichment about 80% U-235) and
is contained in 5-, 8-, and 12-inch-diameter cylinders. The HEU UF6 is fed at nine cylinder stations
located in a room on the first floor of process Bldg. X-326; each station includes a load-cell-based
weighing system (LCBWS) for real-time measurement of cylinder weights as the contents of the
cylinders are being transferred to the cascade blending point. The solid HEU UF^ in the cylinders is
converted to gaseous UF6 by sublimation at temperatures slightly elevated above room temperature.
In principle, the HEU UF6 gas could be transported by either of two piping headers to any of several
cells of operating gaseous-diffusion equipment located on the second floor of this process building.
In actual practice, the same header (SW Return) has been used to carry the gas to the same cell (Cell 3
of Unit 25-7) during the entire course of the Verification Experiment to date. The length of this piping
header is about 240 m. Almost all of the HEU feed piping from the cylinder feed stations to the
blending point in Cell 3 is contained within heated enclosures typically maintained at temperatures of
about 70-85 °C; the remainder is heat-traced and surrounded with insulating jackets. While some of
the piping is readily visible, that portion contained within heated enclosures is not visible; as such, it
is not traceable without removing the enclosure panels.

The operator prevents the flow of HEU UFe to any other location by closing, locking, and sealing
all valves for piping that branches off from the selected header and which could provide a flow path to
other locations. The closed, locked, and sealed valves along the piping headers from the feed stations
to the selected blending point which define and limit the HEU UF6 flow to one and only one
destination — the currently selected blending point — are called "boundary" valves. "In-line" valves
along the piping are open valves that permit the flow of HEU UF6 to the selected blending point

The blending of the HEU UFg feed stock with the LEU UF6 blend stock takes place within the
gaseous-diffusion equipment comprising the LEU enrichment cascade. Specifically, the blending
point (or blending "T") is the juncture of the 3-inch-diameter pipe carrying the HEU UF6 with the 20-
inch-diameter pipe between the Stage 12 diffuser and the Stage 12 compressor of Cell 3 within Unit
25-7, which is in the upper portion of the cascade. The HEU mass-flow rate in the 3-inch pipe is in
the range from about 1 to 80 kg U per day, while the LEU mass-flow rate in the 20-inch pipe is
typically about 39000 kg U per day. The LEU mass-flow rates are calculated quantities; there is no
instrumentation available which can directly measure the flow of the LEU UF6 either upstream or
downstream of the blending point. Thus, a small amount of HEU UFg carried in a small pipe is
mixed with a very large amount of LEU UF6 carried in a very large pipe; the U-235 enrichment of the
LEU stream is increased by only about 1% (relative). After leaving the Stage 12 compressor, the
blended LEU UF6 enters an 8-inch-diameter pipe, and after passing through a cooler, the blended
LEU enters the first stage of the next higher on-stream cell in the cascade.

Verification Approach for the Verification Experiment
The purpose of the IAEA's verification measures is to verify the quantity of HEU UF6 that is fed

to the cascade and blended down to LEU UF$. In order to accomplish this, the IAEA needs to verify
(1) the amount of HEU UF6 removed from the feed cylinders, and (2) the fact that the HEU UFg
removed from the cylinders enters the blending point and is blended down to LEU UF6. It is
recognized that the verification purpose and the associated verification measures do not constitute a
material balance for the operation. The verification measures to accomplish this purpose are outlined
below. Of these, items (b) - (f) are intended primarily to verify the amount of HEU UF6 removed
from the feed cylinders, while items (a), (g), and (h) are intended primarily to verify that HEU UF6
removed from cylinders enters the blending point and is blended down to LEU UFg. Item (i), the
short-notice random inspections (SNRIs), serves both purposes.



(a) Design Information Verification and Re-verification
In November 1997, the Portsmouth GDP provided the IAEA with comprehensive design

information concerning the HEU downblending equipment and process. The design information
verification and re-verification measures that can be performed by the IAEA inspectors include: visual
checking of the HEU feed piping at five randomly selected locations during each inspection for
comparison with the declared piping drawings and for detection of undeclared piping; performing a
pressure check and a vacuum check to confirm that all "boundary" valves have been placed in the
closed position; performing a flow check to confirm the existence of a flow path from the feed stations
through the blending point; and performing a volume measurement for comparison with the
engineering calculated volume of the entire HEU feed piping system.

(b) Operator Declarations of Cylinder Feed Operations via Computerized "Mailbox"
The facility operator enters process-operation data on a near-real-time basis into a "Mailbox"

computer which is located within a tamper-indicating enclosure sealed by the IAEA. The data to be
entered include HEU feed cylinder identification number, HEU feed station number, type of event
(cylinder connection, cylinder disconnection, or error correction), date and time of event, cylinder
adjusted gross weight, cylinder adjusted tare weight, and concise note for explanations. The facility
operator has also provided accountability data for each feed cylinder subject to the Verification
Experiment, including accountability gross weight, accountability tare weight, U-235 enrichment, and
UFe purity. The facility operator has also agreed to keep the cylinders connected to the feed stations
for agreed lengths of time (the declared "residence times") depending on cylinder size and contained
mass of UF6.

(c) Load-Cell-Based Weighing System for HEU Feed Cylinders
HEU cylinders can be fed at any one of nine stations. Each of these stations includes an operator-

installed load-cell-based platform scale for process control. The electrical outputs from these nine
platform scales are connected by cable to nine corresponding computer-compatible readout units, each
of which contains additional electronics for data storage and data authentication; these readout units
have tamper-indicating enclosures sealed by the IAEA. The nine readout units are connected by cable
to an IAEA computer contained within a tamper-indicating enclosure sealed by the IAEA. The IAEA
computer collects weight data every ten seconds and stores weight data every 30 minutes from each of
the nine readout units. Events such as rapid changes in scale readings are logged and also used to
trigger the video-surveillance cameras viewing the nine feed stations. Stored data can be downloaded
and printed out, plotted, or manipulated with standard data-base programs. The LCBWS permits the
IAEA to correlate real-time weight data, obtained as the HEU feed cylinders are emptied, with the
"Mailbox" declarations and video-surveillance system results.

(d) Video Surveillance of the HEU Feed Stations
The nine HEU feed stations are under continuous observation by two separate video-surveillance

cameras equipped with wide-angle lenses; each camera views all nine feed stations, with diminished
resolution for those cylinders farther from the camera location. The video-surveillance system is used
to detect attempts to falsify the weight values recorded by the LCBWS and to detect removal of HEU
UF6 from feed cylinders through piping attached to the second cylinder valve. Each of the video
cameras, along with additional electronics for data storage and data authentication, is contained within
its own tamper-indicating enclosure sealed by the IAEA. The cameras are connected by cable to an
IAEA computer contained within a tamper-indicating enclosure sealed by the IAEA. The video
cameras are triggered to record images in any of three ways: motion detection based on detection of
scene changes within the field of view; rapid changes in the weight observed by any of the nine load-
cell-based weighing systems; or elapsed time interval. The video surveillance system and the load-
cell-based weighing systems provide a mutually supporting set of data for confirming the operator's
"Mailbox" declarations. I



(e) Verification of HEU Feed Cylinder Weights
Whenever the IAEA inspectors arrive for an inspection, they can request that the facility operator

weigh any cylinder in the feed area on the facility's confirmatory scale. Any four of the nine cylinders
attached at the feed stations can be selected. The IAEA can authenticate this confirmatory scale using
its own standard weights. These verified cylinder weights can be used to check the functioning and
accuracy of the LCBWS scales.

(f) Non-Destructive Assay Measurements (NDA) for HEU Feed Cylinders
Whenever the IAEA inspectors arrive for an inspection, they can perform gamma-ray NDA

measurements of U-235 enrichment for the UFg in all cylinders in the feed area. The purpose of these
measurements is to verify the operator's "Mailbox" enrichment declarations. These measurements are
made using a portable high-resolution gamma-ray detector and are based on the standard enrichment-
meter principle, with corrections for the attenuation of the 186-keV gamma rays by the intervening
materials. In general, these measurements will be made in situ through the cylinder-supporting
sleeve of the transport dolly, with the cylinder remaining attached at the feed station. However, the
IAEA can request that up to four of the nine cylinders be detached from their feed stations and
removed from their dollies for measurements made directly through the cylinder wall.

(g) Application of Seals to Valves and Ranges
The IAEA has installed seals on all 30 closed "boundary" valves along the piping from the HEU

feed stations to all the potential blending points; these valves define and limit the HEU UF6 flow path
to one and only one destination - the declared blending-point cell. In addition, the IAEA has sealed a
number of valve bodies and piping flanges which might otherwise be used to divert the flow of HEU
UF6 to locations other than the blending point Each of the "boundary" valves is sealed with two
seals - an AIMS Fiber-Optic Seal (AFOS) and a standard IAEA E-type metal seal and seal wire. The
AFOS are part of a radio-frequency-based remote-monitoring Authenticated Item Monitoring System
(AIMS) which includes the fiber-optic seals and redundant data-collection systems (repeaters,
receivers, and Receiver Processing Units) to collect, store, and read out the seal events. Each
Receiver Processing Unit monitors the seal-activity data for all the installed seals; these data can be
downloaded to a computer for detailed analysis.

(h) NDA Measurements for HEU and LEU Piping
Whenever the IAEA inspectors arrive for an inspection, they are able to perform NDA

measurements of the enrichment for the UF6 in the 3-inch-diameter piping carrying HEU UF^ to the
blending point and the 8-inch-diameter piping carrying blended LEU UF6 from the blending point.
The purpose of these measurements is to confirm that HEU UF6 is actually arriving at the blending
point and that LEU UF6 is actually available for blending with the HEU UFg. The NDA method used
in both cases is the Cascade Header Enrichment Monitor (CHEM) technique used by the IAEA at
other enrichment facilities. This technique is also referred to as the x-ray fluorescence (XRF) method,
where the ratio of the yield of the 186-keV U-235 gamma-rays to the yield of the uranium K^ x-rays
(induced by a Co-57 fluorescing source) is a measure of the enrichment of the gaseous UF6. The
measurements are performed on an intermittent basis (i.e., during SNRIs), not on a continuous
unattended basis. Between inspections, the portable high-resolution gamma-ray detector used for
these measurements is stored in a tamper-indicating enclosure just outside the heated housing for the
blending-point cell. However, the remaining measurement hardware (mounting fixtures, collimators,
and x-ray fluorescence sources for both pipes) remains in place around the 3-inch and 8-inch piping;
this hardware is located within tamper-indicating enclosures sealed by the IAEA.

(i) Short-Notice Random Inspections (SNRI)
The IAEA performs short-notice random inspections to confirm the facility operator's "Mailbox"

declarations (including confirming the actual presence of HEU cylinders that have been declared to be
present, performing NDA measurements of enrichment for HEU feed cylinders, and confirming
cylinder weights); to re-verify the design information; to confirm the status of the applied seals; to



perform gamma-ray NDA measurements of the enrichment of UFg in HEU and LEU piping near the
blending point; to review and correlate the LCBWS data, the video-surveillance data, and the
"Mailbox" data; and to review operating records and accounting ledgers maintained by the facility
operator. The IAEA inspectors coming for SNRIs are given access to the plant at any time including
holidays, weekends, and off-normal working-day hours as well as normal working hours. It is
anticipated that inspector access would take about one hour during normal working hours (7:30 AM to
4 PM local time, Monday through Friday) and up to about three hours during non-working hours.
However, there are several emergency situations when the entry to the plant may be delayed.

Experience to Date
The Verification Experiment began on December 1,1997. At that time, former Secretary Federico

Pena of the US Department of Energy announced that the IAEA would have the opportunity to verify
the downblending of the approximately 3.5 metric tons that remained from the original 13.2 metric
tons of HEU. During December 1-17, the IAEA received the site-specific health and safety training
required for access into the plant operating areas, verified the design information concerning the
downblending equipment and process, applied seals to the "boundary" valves, valve bodies, and
flanges that determine the HEU UF^ flow path, and became familiar with the various pieces of
verification equipment that were installed during this same period. Starting on December 17, the plant
became subject to short-notice random inspections. In addition, the IAEA performed an announced
inspection during January 26-30,1998. During this scheduled inspection, the DOE national
laboratories staff who had developed the various items of monitoring and verification equipment were
available to provide help in operating the equipment if needed and to provide additional training as
needed. The Portsmouth plant staff have fed a total of 3173 kg U and 2414 kg U-235 during the six
months from December 1,1997 through May 31,1998. During the period December 17, 1997
through July 14, 1998, the IAEA has carried out a total of two announced inspections and five short-
notice random inspections. The following provides a brief review of the experience to date with some
of the verification and monitoring measures employed.

The Portsmouth GDP plant staff have instituted procedures to facilitate access by the IAEA
inspectors on a short-notice, random, unannounced basis. At present, during normal working hours
the IAEA inspectors are able to obtain access to the blending point and to the HEU cylinder feed
stations within about 1 hour after they announce their presence for an inspection at the main entry
portal of the plant The Portsmouth staff have provided sufficient escorts so that the IAEA inspectors
can split into two teams while on site. In addition, the plant has provided the necessary services for
supporting the inspectors while on site, such as providing two work areas and associated furnishings,
issuing the necessary safety permits, removing panels for inspection of piping, obtaining UF6
samples, providing liquid nitrogen for detectors, providing technical support for NDA measurements,
developing a specialized cart for measuring piping volumes, etc.

The "Mailbox" computer system has operated without any equipment failures, and cylinders that
were declared to be at the feed stations have in fact been present In addition, the IAEA has
performed a partial analysis of the "Mailbox" data; results indicate that the agreed-upon cylinder
residence times have been met However, there have been numerous data-entry errors that have
required resolution. Since the IAEA can arrive at any time on a short-notice random basis, and since
cylinder feed operations take place around the clock, the data for cylinder operations (e.g., cylinder
identification number, connection/disconnection date and time, and weights) must be entered on a
near-real-time, 24-hour-per-day basis. This requirement has meant that the operating staff, rather than
the nuclear-materials-accountability staff, have entered these data. The operator maintains an
extensive set of operating records that have facilitated resolution of data-entry errors.

The load-cell-based weighing system has for the most part worked as planned, and the IAEA
inspectors can estimate the amounts of UF6 removed from the cylinders from the load-cell data for



comparison with the operator's "Mailbox" declarations. However, due to what is assumed to have
been a computer failure, all load-cell data for a three-week period in March 1997 were lost.

The video-surveillance system, which views the cylinder feed stations, has worked very well.
This system is triggered to record pictures based on camera-detected scene changes, weight changes
detected by the load-cell-based weighing system, and elapsed time interval. However, it appears that
one of the two cameras is not being triggered by the load-cell-based weighing system. This is being
investigated.

The gamma-ray non-destructive assay measurement of the U-235 enrichment for HEU UF6
contained in the feed cylinders has performed substantially as expected, although in actual practice this
has led to varying levels of success. For full or nearly full 5-inch-diameter cylinders, the measured
enrichments have agreed with the operator's declarations to within about 10% (relative); this is
adequate for the purposes of the Verification Experiment. However, for cylinders that are nearly
empty, the measurements have been less successful. Measurements for 5-inch-diameter cylinders
containing less than about 1 kg of UF6 have not provided usable results; measurements for cylinders
containing between 1 and 2 kg of UF6 have provided mixed results, with some measurements being
unusable. In practice, the rate of sublimation for UFg in a cylinder is initially high but then becomes
smaller as the cylinder is emptied. Thus, the IAEA inspectors have encountered a number of
cylinders containing relatively small amounts f

The valve seal system, comprising an Authenticated Item Monitoring System (AIMS) and IAEA
E-type seals, has confirmed that the "boundary" valves were not opened during the Verification
Experiment. On the whole, AIMS worked quite well. The AIMS fiber-optic seals withstood the
high-temperature, high-vibration industrial environment successfully. On two occasions, an AFOS
sent multiple spurious "tamper" indications, filling up the AIMS memory. The seal has been replaced
and the situation has been corrected by modifying the software. The IAEA will also verify the backup
E-type seals at the end of the Verification Experiment.

The gamma-ray non-destructive assay measurement of the U-235 enrichment for the UF6
contained in the 3-inch-diameter (HEU) piping and the 8-inch-diameter (LEU) piping has met with
limited success. The high-purity, electromechanically-cooled, germanium'detector used for this
measurement has not been able to withstand the high temperature (about 85 °C) to which it has been
exposed while clamped in position on the hot piping. As a result, the detector has been sent back
twice to the manufacturer for repair or modification. When the equipment was working, it was
successful in confirming the presence of HEU in the 3-inch header and the presence of LEU in the 8-
inch cascade piping. However, even in these instances, the measurement results were biased
significantly high. As an alternative measure, the IAEA has obtained physical samples of UF^ from
the LEU piping near the blending point on some of the occasions when the NDA equipment was
unavailable.

Conclusions
As of July 14, 1998 the IAEA continues to perform the Verification Experiment. The Portsmouth

GDP staff anticipates that HEU feed operations will be completed during the latter half of July, at
which time the Verification Experiment will be concluded. The IAEA is evaluating the verification
data that it has obtained in the context of the relevant falsification and diversion strategies and the
planned verification approach. An important achievement of the Verification Experiment is that the
IAEA has obtained valuable experience in the application of short-notice random inspections in the
real-world environment of an operating industrial nuclear facility and in the operation of several new
monitoring and verification methods in that environment

* This work was performed under the auspices of the U.S. Department of Energy under the Contract
No. DE-AC02-98CH10886.


